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Background: Small bowel adenocarcinoma (SBA) is a rare gastrointestinal tumor with

high malignancy. The aim of this study was to comprehensively evaluate the distant

metastasis pattern and establish nomograms predicting survival for SBA.

Methods: From 2010 to 2015, patients diagnosed with SBA were identified based on

the Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) database. Kaplan–Meier survival

analysis was applied to compare survival differences between metastasis patterns. Then,

univariate and multivariate cox analyses were applied to screened out independent

prognostic factors of cancer-specific survival (CSS) and overall survival (OS), and identify

the risk factors for metastasis of SBA. To assess the discrimination and calibration of

nomograms, the concordance index (C-index), calibration curves, receiver-operating

characteristic curve (ROC), and decision curve analysis (DCA) were calculated.

Results: Kaplan–Meier curves revealed that metastasis patterns were significantly

correlated with CSS (p < 0.001) and OS (p < 0.001). Then, the metastasis pattern

was showed to be an independent prognostic factor of OS and CSS in patients with

SBA, as well as age, grade, T stage, N stage, surgery, retrieval of regional lymph nodes,

and chemotherapy. Combining these factors, we constructed prognostic nomograms,

which suggested that the metastasis pattern made the greatest contribution to the

survival of patients with SBA. Nomograms for OS and CSS had a C-index of 0.787

and 0.793, respectively. Calibration curves showed an excellent agreement between

probability and actual observation in the training and validation cohort. Decision curve

analysis also exhibited its clinical value with an improved net benefit. In addition, the

models we constructed had better prognostic accuracy and clinical utility than traditional

TNM staging based on C-index and ROC. Further, Cox regression analysis showed that

old age, poor differentiation, N2, and not receiving chemotherapy were the risk factors

for prognosis in patients with metastatic SBA.

Conclusion: As an independent prognostic factor, the metastasis pattern exhibited the

greatest predictive effect on OS and CSS for patients with SBA. Adjuvant chemotherapy

had a positive effect on the survival of patients with SBA. Nomograms for predicting
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3-and 5-year OS and CSS of patients with SBA were constructed, which could identify

patients with higher risk and might be superior in predicting the survival of patients with

SBA than TNM staging.

Keywords: small bowel adenocarcinoma, cancer-specific survival, overall survival, nomogram, metastasis

INTRODUCTION

Small bowel adenocarcinoma (SBA) often occurred in the
glandular epithelium, accounting for about 36.9% in small
intestinal cancer, and SBA, which mostly located in the
duodenum, is the second most common histological type (1, 2).

Due to the lack of specific symptoms and the narrow structure,
it is difficult to diagnose SBA at the early stage (1). Moreover,

the patients with SBA often need individual treatment, which

depends on the original occurring position based on surgical
resection, chemotherapy, radiation, and immunotherapy (3–5).
Although complicated therapies were applied, the prognosis
of patients with SBA with a median survival of 37% months
remain poorly (6). Therefore, it is urgent to conduct an accurate

FIGURE 1 | The flowchart of patients’ recruitment.

prognostic analysis of patients with SBA to individualized
treatment and monitoring.

Like other tumors, SBA can metastasize to the liver, lung,
brain, and bone, with the liver being the dominant site of
metastasis (7). Distantmetastasis of SBA is one of themain causes
of death. However, limited by the small sample size, few studies
have analyzed and summarized the relationship between these
metastasis sites and prognostic factors of multiple metastases.
Therefore, it is important to identify SBA patients with early
metastasis and take timely intervention measures. Patients
undergoing radical surgery often die from distant metastases of
the disease, suggesting the role of adjuvant chemotherapy (8).

Nomogram is a convenient and effective statistical prediction
tool, widely used in cancer prognosis research (9, 10). However,
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TABLE 1 | Patients’ baseline clinicopathological characteristics.

Characteristics Training cohort Validation cohort Total P-value

1,342 (70.1%) 572 (29.9%) 1,914 (100%)

Age 0.242

<60 454 (33.8) 177 (30.9) 631 (33.0)

60–69 377 (28.1) 170 (29.7) 547 (28.6)

70–79 290 (21.6) 142 (24.8) 432 (22.6)

≥80 221 (16.5) 83 (14.5) 304 (15.9)

Sex 0.341

Female 604 (45.0) 271 (47.4) 875 (45.7)

Male 738 (55.0) 301 (52.6) 1,039 (54.3)

Primary site 0.089

Duodenum 762 (56.8) 315 (55.1) 1,077 (56.3)

Jejunum 233 (17.4) 81 (14.2) 314 (16.4)

Ileum 199 (14.8) 105 (18.4) 304 (15.9)

Other 148 (11.0) 71 (12.4) 219 (11.4)

Grade 0.865

I/II 815 (60.7) 345 (60.3) 1,160 (60.6)

III/IV 527 (39.3) 227 (39.7) 754 (39.4)

T stage 0.682

T1/T2 223 (16.6) 87 (15.2) 310 (16.2)

T3 425 (31.7) 194 (33.9) 619 (32.3)

T4 555 (41.4) 228 (39.9) 783 (40.9)

TX 139 (10.4) 63 (11.0) 202 (10.6)

N stage 0.417

N0 681 (50.7) 279 (48.8) 960 (50.2)

N1 377 (28.1) 161 (28.1) 538 (28.1)

N2 211 (15.7) 106 (18.5) 317 (16.6)

NX 73 (5.4) 26 (4.5) 99 (5.2)

Metastasis

status

0.594

No 959 (71.5) 415 (72.6) 1,374 (71.8)

Liver metastasis 166 (12.4) 58 (10.1) 224 (11.7)

Bone/Brain/Lung

metastasis

37 (2.8) 15 (2.6) 52 (2.7)

≥2 sites 28 (2.1) 16 (2.8) 44 (2.3)

Other 152 (11.3) 68 (11.9) 220 (11.5)

Surgery 0.157

No 368 (27.4) 139 (24.3) 507 (26.5)

Yes 974 (72.6) 433 (75.7) 1,407 (73.5)

Retrieval of

regional lymph

nodes

0.089

0 492 (36.7) 180 (31.5) 672 (35.1)

1–3 118 (8.8) 52 (9.1) 170 (8.9)

≥4 732 (54.5) 340 (59.4) 1,072 (56.0)

Radiation 0.702

No 1,231 (91.7) 517 (90.4) 1,748 (91.3)

Yes 111 (8.3) 55 (9.6) 166 (8.7)

Chemotherapy 0.112

No 675 (50.3) 265 (46.3) 940 (49.1)

Yes 667 (49.7) 307 (53.7) 974 (50.9)
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the factors that affect tumor progression are complex and diverse.
The nomogram can integrate and analyze various prognostic
factors of individuals, simplify the classification of patients
in clinical trials, and quantify the individualized outcome of
patients (11, 12). Therefore, nomogram specially designed for
predicting the survival of SBA is promising. This study aimed
to establish the models for predicting cancer-specific survival
(CSS) (P < 0.001) and overall survival (OS) of SBA and explore
the effects of metastasis pattern on the prognosis of SBA. The
Surveillance, Epidemiology, and End Results (SEER) database
can provide us with corresponding data, which contains a
wealth of large-scale information on tumor epidemiology, such
as various clinical information and social information for specific
populations (13–15).

MATERIALS AND METHODS

Patients
The cancer incidence information collected by SEER database
includes data from 18 cancer registries, covering approximately
34.6% of the US population. Data on patients diagnosed with SBA
were selected from 2010 to 2014, since the information on cancer
metastasis sites was available from 2010 in SEER. The inclusion
criteria for patients were based on International Classification
of Diseases for Oncology, third edition (ICD-O-3) site codes:
C170-C179 (C170: Duodenum, C171: Jejunum, C172: Ileum,
C173: Meckels diverticulum, C178: Overlapping lesion of small
intestine, C179: Small intestine), only one primary malignancy,
histological code: 8140-8389, complete follow-up, and clear
causes of death (Supplementary Table 1). Exclusion criteria were
as follows: (1) patients with more than one primary cancer; (2)
patients younger than 18 years of age; (3) deaths reported within
the first month of diagnosis, as SEER reported that their survival

was 0 months; (4) patients were only diagnosed by autopsy or
death certificate report; and (5) unclear treatment information
(Figure 1). Finally, a total of 1,914 patients were included.

Study Variables
The factors identified in the analysis included age, race, sex,
marital status, primary site, histologic grade, TNM stage, surgery,
chemotherapy, radiation, retrieval of reginal lymph nodes, the
causes of death, and follow-up information. The endpoints of the
study were OS and CSS. Overall survival is defined as the time
from diagnosis to death, and CSS is the time from diagnosis to
death from SBA.

Statistical Analyses
All cases meeting the inclusion criteria were included in our
study, which were divided into training cohort and validation
cohort in a ratio of 7:3 by a random split method. Chi-square test
was performed for the basic clinicopathological characteristics
of the two cohorts. Kaplan–Meier survival analysis was used to
calculate the correlation between different metastasis pattern and
OS and CSS, and the log-rank test was performed to compare
the significance of survival curves. All variables were evaluated
by univariate and multivariate Cox regression analyses to assess
the correlation between each characteristic and OS and CSS, and
to identify the risk factors for metastasis of SBA. Based on the
results of Cox regression analysis, nomograms were constructed
for predicting 3- and 5-year OS and CSS. Concordance index (C-
index) was used to evaluate the predictive ability of nomograms
(16, 17). Concordance index of 0.5 indicates that the model has
no predictive power, while a C-index of 1.0 indicates perfect.
Receiver-operating characteristic curve (ROC) can also verify
nomogram. In addition, calibration curves were drawn to assess
the prognosis and actual outcome of survival. To measure the
clinical application of nomogram, decision curve analysis (DCA)

FIGURE 2 | Survival curves of (A) OS and (B) CSS for SBA according to metastasis pattern. 0, no metastasis; ≥2, metastasis to at least two sites; Other, metastasis

occurred, but the SEER database did not provide the site of metastasis.
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TABLE 2 | Univariate Cox regression analysis for overall survival and cancer-specific survival in small bowel adenocarcinoma (training cohort).

Characteristics Overall survival Cancer specific survival

HR (95%CI) P-value HR (95%CI) P-value

Age

<60 Reference Reference

60–69 1.231(1.021–1.484) 0.030 1.249(1.028–1.518) 0.025

70–79 1.739(1.437–2.104) <0.001 1.904(1.559–2.324) <0.001

≥80 2.434(1.994–2.971) <0.001 2.417(1.943–3.006) <0.001

Sex

Female Reference Reference

Male 1.070(0.932–1.230) 0.338 1.132(0.977–1.313) 0.099

Primary site

Duodenum Reference Reference

Jejunum 0.548(0.446–0.673) <0.001 0.591(0.476–0.734) <0.001

Ileum 0.573(0.464–0.708) <0.001 0.652(0.528–0.806) <0.001

Other 0.726(0.577–0.913) 0.006 0.741(0.580–0.945) 0.016

Grade

I/II Reference Reference

III/IV 1.757(1.529–2.019) <0.001 1.874(1.618–2.170) <0.001

T stage

T1/T2 Reference Reference

T3 0.638(0.507–0.802) <0.001 0.520(0.409–0.663) <0.001

T4 1.328(1.083–1.629) 0.006 1.111(0.898–1.374) 0.333

TX 3.511(2.730–4.515) <0.001 3.034(2.340–3.935) <0.001

N stage

N0 Reference Reference

N1 1.317(1.120–1.549) <0.001 1.220(1.025–1.453) 0.025

N2 1.306(1.074–1.588) 0.007 1.382(1.132–1.688) <0.002

NX 2.382(1.803–3.146) <0.001 2.605(1.945–3.488) <0.001

Metastasis

status

No Reference Reference

Liver metastasis 4.354(3.600–5.266) <0.001 4.164(3.405–5.091) <0.001

Bone/Brain/Lung

metastasis

4.490(3.172–6.354) <0.001 4.796(3.426–6.715) <0.001

≥2 sites 4.972(3.365–7.346) <0.001 7.760(3.278–6.913) <0.001

Other 2.939(2.408–3.588) <0.001 2.815(2.283–3.471) <0.001

Surgery

No Reference Reference

Yes 0.210(0.181–0.243) <0.001 0.203(0.174–0.237) <0.001

Retrieval of

regional lymph

nodes

0 Reference Reference

1–3 0.499(0.389–0.639) <0.001 0.473(0.365–0.615) <0.001

≥4 0.299(0.258–0.346) <0.001 0.274(0.234–0.320) <0.001

Radiation

No Reference Reference

Yes 1.163(0.914–1.479) 0.219 1.083(0.847–1.386) 0.525

Chemotherapy

No Reference Reference

Yes 0.825(0.719–0.947) 0.006 0.787(0.680–0.911) 0.001
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TABLE 3 | Multivariate Cox regression analysis for OS and CSS in SBA patients (training cohort).

Characteristics Overall survival Cancer specific survival

HR (95%CI) P-value HR (95%CI) P-value

Age

<60 Reference Reference

60–69 1.271(1.046–1.544) 0.016 1.215(0.996–1.483) 0.056

70–79 1.783(1.453–2.190) <0.001 1.610(1.296–2.000) <0.001

≥80 2.024(1.607–2.550) <0.001 2.233(1.742–2.862) <0.001

Sex

Female Reference Reference

Male 1.171(1.012–1.355) 0.034 1.195(1.022–1.397) 0.026

Primary site

Duodenum Reference Reference

Jejunum 0.831(0.654–1.055) 0.127 0.928(0.723–1.191) 0.555

Ileum 0.884(0.695–1.124) 0.314 1.082(0.844–1.389) 0.533

Other 1.039(0.809–1.334) 0.532 1.030(0.787–1.347) 0.831

Grade

I/II Reference Reference

III/IV 1.612(1.395–1.863) <0.001 1.786(1.529–2.085) <0.001

T stage

T1/T2 Reference Reference

T3 1.108(0.863–1.422) 0.421 0.927(0.713–1.205) 0.572

T4 1.692(1.348–2.122) <0.001 1.608(1.272–2.033) <0.001

TX 1.786(1.361–2.344) <0.001 1.325(1.004–1.750) 0.047

N stage

N0 Reference Reference

N1 1.414(1.180–1.693) <0.001 1.445(1.191–1.754) <0.001

N2 2.112(1.675–2.664) <0.001 2.330(1.830–2.967) <0.001

NX 0.930(0.689–1.256) 0.636 0.991(0.720–1.363) 0.955

Metastasis

status

No Reference Reference

Liver metastasis 2.762(2.205–3.461) <0.001 2.316(1.830–2.932) <0.001

Bone/Brain/Lung

metastasis

2.857(1.971–4.142) <0.001 2.432(1.699–3.480) <0.001

≥2 sites 3.236(2.135–4.905) <0.001 2.970(1.995–4.420) <0.001

Other 2.108(1.694–2.623) <0.001 1.921(1.526–2.418) <0.001

Surgery

No Reference Reference

Yes 0.445(0.335–0.591) <0.001 0.419(0.310–0.566) <0.001

Retrieval of

regional lymph

nodes

0 Reference Reference

1–3 1.085(0.801–1.470) 0.598 1.343(0.823–1.563) 0.441

≥4 0.610(0.469–0.793) <0.001 0.500(0.377–0.664) <0.001

Radiation

No Reference Reference

Yes 1.127(0.874–1.454) 0.357 0.987(0.760–1.283) 0.923

Chemotherapy

No Reference Reference

Yes 0.502(0.426–0.592) <0.001 0.547(0.459–0.651) <0.001
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FIGURE 3 | Nomograms of SBA for predicting 3- and 5-year survival (A) OS and (B) CSS.
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TABLE 4 | Detailed scores of prognostic factors in the OS and CSS nomogram.

Characteristic OS nomogram CSS nomogram

Age

<60 0 0

60–69 17 17

70–79 42 40

≥80 55 70

Sex

Female 0 0

Male 8 12

Primary site

Duodenum 13 3

Jejunum 0 0

Ileum 3 13

Other 15 9

Grade

I+II 0 0

III+IV 40 52

T stage

T1+T2 0 5

T3 9 0

T4 46 50

TX 49 33

N stage

N0 7 1

N1 33 35

N2 69 78

NX 0 0

Metastasis status

No 0 0

Liver metastasis 84 76

Bone/Brain/Lung metastasis 90 74

≥2 sites 100 100

Other 61 60

Surgery

No 66 78

Yes 0 0

Retrieval of regional lymph nodes

No 42 63

1–3 50 75

≥4 0 0

Chemotherapy

No 60 56

Yes 0 0

was applied (18, 19). SPSS software and R statistical software
were used for the analysis. A P-value < 0.05 was considered
statistically significant.

RESULTS

Patient Characteristics
This study included 1,914 patients with SBA in SEER database
from 2010 to 2015. Random split-sample method was used to

randomly divide patients into training cohort (n = 1,342) and
validation cohort (n = 572). Training cohort information was
used to create nomogram, and validation cohort was applied to
build external verification of nomogram. As shown in Table 1,
age (p = 0.242), sex (p = 0.341), primary site (p = 0.089), grade
(p = 0.865), T stage (p = 0.682), N stage (p = 0.417), metastasis
status (p= 0.594), surgery (p= 0.157), retrieval of reginal lymph
nodes (p= 0.089), radiation (p= 0.702), and chemotherapy (p=
0.112) were all factors that were similar between two groups.

Survival Analysis for Different Metastasis
Pattern
In order to evaluate the impact of different metastasis patterns
on OS and CSS in patients with SBA, Kaplan–Meier survival
analysis was performed on all patients. As shown in Figure 2A,
the difference in OS among different metastasis pattern was
statistically significant (p < 0.001).The survival was highest for
SBA patients without metastasis, followed by patients with liver
and bone/brain/lung metastasis, and the worst in patients with
multiple metastases. Furthermore, the Kaplan–Meier survival
analysis on CSS in patients with SBA was consistent with the
results of OS (Figure 2B).

Independent Prognostic Factors for OS
and CSS
In the training cohort, we determined that age, marital status,
primary site, grade, T stage, N stage, metastasis pattern, surgery,
retrieval of regional lymph nodes, and chemotherapy are related
to OS and CSS by univariate Cox regression analysis (Table 2).
In order to further judge whether these factors can be used
as independent prognostic factors, we conducted a multivariate
Cox regression analysis (Table 3). The results showed that age,
grade, T stage, N stage, metastasis pattern, surgery, retrieval
of regional lymph nodes, and chemotherapy were identified as
independent prognostic factors for OS and CSS, which were
further included in the construction of nomogram. From the
clinical point of view, we also considered tumor primary site as
the parameter of the nomogram (Figure 3). Nomogram showed
that the metastatic pattern of SBA had the greatest impact
on the prognosis, of which liver metastasis accounted for a
large proportion, and surgery, N stage, and chemotherapy also
made great contribution to prognosis. Age, grade, T stage, and
retrieval of reginal lymph nodes showed a moderate effect on OS
(Figure 3A). However, in the nomogram for CSS, the metastasis
pattern was the greatest contributor, followed by surgery, N stage,
and retrieval of reginal lymph nodes (Figure 3B). According to
the individual characteristics of patients with SBA, the scores
of each variable were added to correspond to the total score to
predict the OS and CSS at 3- and 5-years. The detailed score of
each variable is shown in Table 4.

In the training cohort, the C-index of nomogram for
predicting CSS and OS was 0.793 (95% CI 0.785–0.801) and
0.787 (95% CI 0.780–0.794), respectively. However, the C-
index of TNM staging for CSS and OS was 0.702 (95% CI
0.692–0.712) and 0.696 (95% CI 0.687–0.705). In the validation
cohort, the C-index of nomogram for CSS was 0.796 (95%
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FIGURE 4 | ROC curves of the nomogram for predicting (A) CSS and (B) OS at 3- and 5-year point. ROC curves of the TNM staging for predicting (C) CSS and (D)

OS.

CI 0.785–0.807) and that for OS was 0.762 (95% CI 0.749–
0.775), which were higher than those of TNM staging [CSS:
0.718 (95% CI 0.704–0.732); OS: 0.678 (95% CI 0.663–0.693)].
The higher the C-index, the more suitable of the model for
patients with SBA. By comparing the discrimination capability
of nomogram with the 7th edition of AJCC TNM staging,
ROC analysis showed that the nomograms we constructed
also demonstrated a superior survival predictability than the
7th AJCC TNM staging system (Figure 4). Furthermore, the
calibration and prediction curves of nomograms for the 3- and
5-year survival rates of patients exhibited a perfect correlation
in the training cohort, indicating that nomograms for CSS and
OS were well-validated (Figures 5A,C,E,G). In the validation
cohort, the results showed the same reliability of the model
(Figures 5B,D,F,H). Decision curve analysis indicated that the
models had significantly positive net benefits within the risk
of death in both cohorts, demonstrating that nomograms had

good clinical value in predicting OS and CSS at 3- and 5-years
(Figure 6).

Risk Factors for SBA Distant Metastasis
We then identified the risk factors that were significantly
associated with distant metastatic SBA. Among the variables
studied, advanced age, tumor origin in the duodenum, poor
differentiation, lack of surgical treatment at the primary site and
regional lymph node dissection, and lack of radiotherapy and
chemotherapy were significantly associated with OS and CSS
in patients with metastatic SBA (Table 5). Variables that were
statistically significant in the univariate analysis were selected for
inclusion in themultivariate analysis for OS. As shown inTable 6,
advanced age (p = 0.015), poor differentiation (p < 0.001), N2
stage (p = 0.009), absence of regional lymph node dissection
(p = 0.007), and not receiving chemotherapy (p < 0.001) were
significantly associated with poor prognosis in patients with
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FIGURE 5 | Calibration plots for predicting CSS at 3-year (A) training cohort and (B) validation cohort; calibration plots for predicting CSS at 5-year (C) training cohort

and (D) validation cohort; calibration plots for predicting OS at 3-year (E) training cohort and (F) validation cohort; calibration plots for predicting OS at 5-year (G)

training cohort, and (H) validation cohort.
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FIGURE 6 | DCA of the nomogram for predicting CSS at (A) 3-year and (B) 5-year point; DCA of the nomogram for predicting OS at (C) 3-year and (D) 5-year point.

metastatic SBA. Similar results were observed in the multivariate
analysis for CSS.

DISCUSSION

Themalignant small bowel tumor is a rare gastrointestinal tumor,
accounting for about 5% of all gastrointestinal tumors (20). Small
bowel adenocarcinoma is one of the most common histological
subtypes, which has been found to have a very bad prognosis (21).
The AJCC TNM staging system neglects taking some significant
factors into consider, though it is applied to predict the survival
of patients with SBA. Although recent study has constructed
a prognostic model for SBA, this study ignores the impact of
adjuvant chemotherapy, radiotherapy, lymph node dissection,
and tumor metastasis patterns on the survival of patients with
SBA (22). Compared with previous prognostic models, our study
established the most comprehensive nomogram for patients with
SBA. Concordance index, calibration curves, ROC, and DCA
all proved good predictive ability and clinical application of

nomograms. The newmodel showedmore predictability than the
7th edition of AJCC TNM staging system both in the training test
and in the validation set. We further identify the risk factors of
patients with metastatic SBA.

Age, tumor grade, T stage, and N stage were shown to be
independent prognostic factors for OS and CSS in patients
with SBA, consistent with previous studies (6, 20, 23, 24). Old
age was one of the factors for the poor prognosis of many
malignant tumors, which may be attributed to the decline of the
patient’s body resistance. Poorly differentiated or undifferentiated
of tumors often led to the malignant progression; thus, it was
the factor affecting the survival. In addition, our model indicated
that T4 and N2 were the important risk factors for patients with
SBA. In a prospective study based on 347 patients with SBA, T4
(p = 0.001) was correlated with a higher risk of death, which
was an independent prognostic factor for OS in patients with
SBA (25). Another retrospective study also emphasized T4 as
an independent prognostic factor (26). Previous retrospective
studies have shown that lymph node involvement has adverse
effects on patients with SBA (7). It should be noted that
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TABLE 5 | Univariate Cox regression analysis for survival in SBA patients with metastasis.

Characteristics Overall survival Cancer specific survival

HR (95%CI) P-value HR (95%CI) P-value

Age

<60 Reference Reference

60–69 1.191(0.945–1.497) 0.139 1.179(0.933–1.490) 0.167

70–79 1.517(1.189–1.934) <0.001 1.504(1.175–1.926) 0.001

≥80 2.115(1.590–2.814) <0.001 2.206(1.639–2.970) <0.001

Sex

Female Reference Reference

Male 1.062(0.884–1.275) 0.521 1.051(0.872–1.267) 0.602

Marital status

Married Reference Reference

Unmarried 1.078(0.894–1.299) 0.433 1.075(0.888–1.302) 0.459

Unknown 1.292(0.835–1.998) 0.250 1.328(0.850–2.075) 0.213

Primary site

Duodenum Reference Reference

Jejunum 0.497(0.383–0.645) <0.001 0.499(0.381–0.652) <0.001

Ileum 0.584(0.440–0.774) <0.001 0.587(0.442–0.781) <0.001

Other 0.758(0.575–1.000) 0.051 0.742(0.558–0.988) 0.041

Grade

I/II Reference Reference

III/IV 1.396(1.164–1.673) <0.001 1.391(1.156–1.675) <0.001

T stage

T1/T2 Reference Reference

T3 0.678(0.494–0.931) 0.016 0.669(0.485–0.924) 0.015

T4 0.724(0.552–0.950) 0.020 0.721(0.548–0.949) 0.019

TX 1.300(0.966–1.750) 0.084 1.323(0.979–1.788) 0.068

N stage

N0 Reference Reference

N1 0.790(0.636–0.980) 0.032 0.800(0.642–0.998) 0.048

N2 0.829(0.643–1.068) 0.146 0.854(0.660–1.107) 0.233

NX 1.038(0.752–1.434) 0.820 1.058(0.760–1.472) 0.738

Surgery

No Reference Reference

Yes 0.491(0.408–0.591) <0.001 0.487(0.4026–0.588) <0.001

Retrieval of regional lymph nodes

0 Reference Reference

1–3 0.621(0.450–0.858) 0.004 0.608(0.435–0.850) 0.004

≥4 0.509(0.412–0.628) <0.001 0.505(0.407–0.627) <0.001

Radiation

No Reference Reference

Yes 1.664(1.195–2.317) 0.003 1.633(1.167–2.285) 0.004

Chemotherapy

No Reference Reference

Yes 0.477(0.395–0.577) <0.001 0.462(0.381–0.561) <0.001

surgery, number of lymph node dissection, and chemotherapy
have strong prognostic values for patients with CSS and OS,
demonstrating the positive effect of surgical treatment and
systemic chemotherapy on patients with SBA. At present, surgery
remains the main treatment option for patients with SBA, while
radical surgical resection and adequate lymph node dissection
are important means to improve the prognosis of patients. In

many past studies, adjuvant chemotherapy could significantly
improve OS and disease-free survival (DFS) (27, 28). Another
retrospective study pointed out that adjuvant chemotherapy
did not improve the OS and DFS of patients with SBA after
surgery (29). In our study, patients receiving chemotherapy had
a lower risk of survival (HR = 0.502, P < 0.001), suggesting
that adjuvant chemotherapy has a positive effect on improving
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TABLE 6 | Multivariate Cox regression analysis for survival in SBA patients with metastasis.

Characteristics Overall survival Cancer specific survival

HR (95%CI) P-value HR (95%CI) P-value

Age

<60 Reference Reference

60–69 1.221(0.964–1.545) 0.097 1.214(0.955–1.544) 0.113

70–79 1.261(0.979–1.626) 0.073 1.236(0.954–1.601) 0.109

≥80 1.462(1.076–1.987) 0.015 1.512(1.098–2.082) 0.011

Primary site

Duodenum Reference Reference

Jejunum 0.759(0.552–1.044) 0.09 0.802(0.575–1.118) 0.192

Ileum 0.865(0.600–1.247) 0.436 0.932(0.641–1.356) 0.714

Other 1.187(0.866–1.628) 0.286 1.202(0.868–1.664) 0.267

Grade

I/II Reference Reference

III/IV 1.600(1.325–1.932) <0.001 1.564(1.290–1.897) <0.001

T stage

T1/T2 Reference Reference

T3 0.999(0.709–1.410) 0.999 0.992(0.699–1.408) 0.965

T4 0.925(0.688–1.244) 0.604 0.928(0.687–1.254) 0.626

TX 1.179(0.869–1.600) 0.291 1.211(0.889–1.649) 0.224

N stage

N0 Reference Reference

N1 1.059(0.843–1.331) 0.623 1.100(0.869–1.392) 0.430

N2 1.517(1.108–2.078) 0.009 1.576(1.145–2.170) 0.005

NX 0.911(0.650–1.278) 0.590 0.962(0.680–1.361) 0.825

Surgery

No Reference Reference

Yes 0.708(0.495–1.014) 0.059 0.714(0.495–1.029) 0.071

Retrieval of regional lymph nodes

0 Reference Reference

1–3 0.991(0.673–1.460) 0.963 0.976(0.655–1.455) 0.906

≥4 0.601(0.416–0.869) 0.007 0.567(0.389–0.826) 0.003

Radiation

No Reference Reference

Yes 1.156(0.814–1.640) 0.419 1.133(0.794–1.615) 0.492

Chemotherapy

No Reference Reference

Yes 0.456(0.371–0.561) <0.001 0.442(0.357–0.546) <0.001

the prognosis of patients with SBA. However, radiotherapy had
no significant effect on the prognosis of SBA based on the Cox
analysis. For solid tumors, there were still uncertainties in dose
selection, time, and toxicity of radiotherapy (30). Due to the rare
incidence of small intestinal adenocarcinoma, the analysis of the
effect of therapies was limited by the small sample size, so the
effect of radiation on patients with SBA was still controversial
(21, 23, 26, 28). In addition, studies have shown that the primary
tumor site was an independent prognostic factor in patients with
SBA (31, 32). This may be attributed to the fact that the early
diagnosis rate of SBA that originated in the duodenumwas higher
than that of jejunum and ileum tumors, and they were treated
relatively early. In univariate Cox analysis, the primary tumor

site was significant, but multivariate regression analysis suggested
negative results.

Among the included variables, the metastatic pattern was
a significant independent prognostic factor and was positively
correlated with the risk of death of the patient. The results of
survival analysis were consistent. Small bowel adenocarcinoma
patients with more than two metastasis sites had a significantly
negative prognosis in this model. The study showed poor OS
in patients with metastatic SBA, consistent with our study (33).
Based on the results of univariate Cox analysis, multivariate
Cox regression again emphasized that poorly differentiated,
N2, and absence of chemotherapy were negatively associated
with OS and CSS in metastatic SBA patients. A systematic
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review of seven prospective studies revealed that adjuvant
chemotherapy was effective for unresectable or metastatic SBA
(34). In a retrospective analysis of patients with metastatic SBA,
patients who received palliative chemotherapy had a median
OS of 9.3 months, significantly better than those who did not
receive chemotherapy (35). These studies suggested that adjuvant
chemotherapy had a certain benefit in improving the prognosis
of metastatic SBA. However, the current SBA chemotherapy
regimens mostly refer to other gastrointestinal malignancies,
and the efficacy of different chemotherapy regimens varies
greatly. In a multicenter retrospective analysis, oxaliplatin-based
chemotherapy regimens were found to significantly improve
the prognosis of patients with metastatic SBA compared with
cisplatin (36). Limitations of our study were the lack of detailed
protocols for chemotherapy and targeted therapy regimens and
the absence of a history of Crohn’s disease.

In summary, we have established and verified two clinically
effective nomograms predicting OS and CSS for patients with
primary SBA at 3- and 5-years, based on a large number of people.
The prognosis of metastatic SBA is poor. Advanced age, poor
differentiation, and N2 are the risk factors for metastatic SBA.

Adjuvant chemotherapy can improve the prognosis of metastatic
SBA to a certain extent.
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